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In the last one century, medical science has developed more than it ever did. Newer treatments,
medicines and ground breaking techniques are being tried to relieve people out of their medical
problems and help them lead a healthy life. One of the major fields where cosmetic surgery has
achieved great success is hair restoration. As you read on, you will discover some of the important
facts about hair transplant in South Africa and how best you can prepare for it.

What is hair transplant?

Hair transplant in Africa can be defined as grafting of hair roots from a donor site into a recipient
site. This is done through most sophisticated cosmetic surgery using latest technique. Hair loss in
Africa is a problem faced by men as well as women. There were times when they could not do much
about it, but now they find a permanent solution in the form of hair transplant and hair restoration.
Over the past couple of decades people have started to trust this method to bring back their look
and thus their confidence. Hair transplant has its own advantages and when done by an expert
doctor, it will prove to be very effective.

Preparing for Hair Transplant:

Mentally getting ready for it- People have suffered with hair loss in Africa but it is very embarrassing
for them to go out and seek medical help for it. The main reason is the mental blocks they develop
and the fear that their near and dear ones may make fun of them. First step to make this transplant
a success is to get mentally ready for it. Getting counseling is not at all a bad idea. Talk to the
friends of family members whom you really trust to support your decision. Once that is done, you
should also prepare to answer the people who will ask you the reason to go in for this surgery.

Thorough discussion with doctor- there are various things you need to know about the whole hair
transplant process. Get a complete and detailed check up where in the doctor can decide on how
many grafts and sittings are required to give a good hair transplant. Cost of hair transplant in Africa
can be anywhere between $5000 and $20,000. It totally depends on where and how you get your
transplant done. If you opt to get the surgery done in Asian countries like India, the cost is
reasonable and they will even arrange for your stay during the whole process of transplant. Talk
very clearly about the risks involved and what to expect out of it.

Get encouraged by testimonials- the hair transplant institutions, their websites and the search
engine in general are loaded with lot of testimonials of the people who have already undergone hair
transplant in Africa and openly share their experience. Read some of the testimonials of recent
times and get inspired by them. In case you encounter a doubt, get it cleared from your doctor. A
well done hair transplant will change your personality in a great way.
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